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most popular ol

1 6 mm. Home
Movie Cameras

If it isn't an
Eastman.
it isn*t a Kodak

It’s easy to

make good
movies with

CINE-
KODAK

K

Tins amazingly ingenious home
movie camera is easier to operate
than many “still” cameras. Right
from the start it gives you out-
standingly good movies. As you
progress, its finger-tip versatility
keeps pace. Which is undoubtedly
why the “K” is the most widely
used 16 mm. camera in the world.
The “K,” with/. 1.9 or/.3.5 lens,

is complete equipment for all

ordinary ... and many extraordi-
nary. . .home movie requirements.
With the/.1.9 lens, a Kodacolor
Adjustable Filter and Cine-Kodak
Super-sensitive Kodacolor Film

you can “make bright, sparkling,
fall-e6lp> movies even on dull
days. interchangeable lenses,
ranging from wide angle to a 6-
inch telephoto, are available,
further widening the scope of the
Cine-Kodak K.

Features of the “K” include:
built-in exposure guide; perma-
nently attached winding crank;
half-speed device; two finders
(eye-level and waist-high); auto-
matic footage indicator. Price,
$112.50 with /.3.5 lens; $152.50
with /. 1.9 lens, complete with
carrying case. At your dealer’s.

CODE

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. I7
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FAMILY CLyMDICS
T he Location for this picture can

be either your own backyard, a

nearby empty lot, the local park, or a

picnic ground. In the event you do not

want to shoot it as a family picture, you

have the background for a good con-

tinuity at a picnic or some other outing

you might attend.

Its greatest charm and entertainment

value, however, is undoubtedly as a fam-

ily record. It permits the taking in of

the whole family and any number of

friends and relatives you desire.

We are giving you what might be

called a casual outline. We do not know
your surroundings, the athletic procliv-

ities of your family members. Here’s

the basic idea
; add or subtract to your

heart’s content.

Scene 1. A long-shot of the family

car in front of the house and the entire

family, each carrying something down
the walk to deposit it in the car.

Scene 2. A close-up of everyone pil-

ing into the car. You can break this up

into a number of shots if you desire.

Showing all crowding around the door.

Then working in closer and possibly

shooting all of the feet endeavoring to

be the first to get on the running board.

Then to the eager faces of each as they

demand to get started.

Scene 3. Shoot this as a long-shot of

the picnic grounds. With no one in the

scene. Then let the car come into the

scene, drive up to its parking spot. All

of the foregoing is a long-shot.

Scene 4. Close-up of the car as every-

one is trying to get out at the same time.

(This shot can be elaborated upon if you

wish to secure individual shots of the

various youngsters trying to squeeze

past grown-ups or trying to get through

the doors two at a time.)

Scene 5. Long-shot taking in every-

one in the party. Showing Mother

piling up food. Father opening bundles.

Kids out playing leap - frog, somer-

saulting, rolling in grass, etc., as kids

will when they hit the open spaces. Per-

mit the kids to let off steam.

Scene 6. Follow Dad with the cam-

era. He sits down on the ground, opens

the paper, starts to read.

Scene 7. Shoot over Father’s shoul-

der, show sport page, and be sure to

show the illustration of an athlete, pref-

erably a runner.

Scene 8. Shoot front view of Dad
reading.

S cene 9. Shoot close-up of Dad
; have

him lift his head and register idea.

Scene 10. Work back a ways for a

quarter-shot and have Dad waving his

arm as though calling someone to him
and shouting.

Scene 11. Same action as in Scene 10,

but make this a long-shot to show that

Dad is calling the kids to him. Hold
this shot as kids come up to him.



S cene 12. Show Dad pointing to

paper and talking to kids.

TITLE: (i
Let's see who's the great-

est athlete in the family. We'll put on

our own Olympics."

Scene 13. Camera setting same as

Scene 12. But have kids indicate ap-

proval and great jubilation over the idea.

Scene 14. Long-shot showing kids

setting stakes to indicate starting point.

Mother putting table alongside of the

starting line. Father carrying bundle

up to starting line.

Scene 15. If you wish you can break

this up into a series of close-ups, one

showing Mother at the table, putting

pencil, paper and whistle on the table.

Another of Father placing a lot of sacks

alongside of the starting line. And
another showing the kids driving stakes

and stretching a string tight to the

ground between the stakes. You can raise

from this shot and show other children

in long-shot marking off another set of

stakes some distance away to indicate

the finishing line.

Scene 16. Show Dad distributing

sacks. You can follow this up with a

TITLE: “The First Event is a

Sack Race."

Scene 17. A close-shot of Dad dis-

tributing sacks. Show each kid getting

into sack. Also show Dad getting into

sack.

Scene 18. Show all in their sacks at

starting line.

Scene 19. Here you can get a very

effective shot of Mother. Would sug-

gest you shoot this from a low angle,

rather close, so as to take large close-up

of head. Show whistle in her mouth as

she extends cheeks to blow whistle for

starting of race. Cut to —
Scene 20. Everyone making the first

jump from the starting line. You’ll get

plenty of action in this, but especially

from Father.

S cene 21.—Get some of the kids in

close-up falling over
;

especially

Father. You can follow the bag race with

as many races as you want to have. Some
of them, of course, you will only show

as flashes in your picture. After each

race show the presenting by Mother of a

prize, a stick of candy or something like

that. You can put on the three-legged

race, the potato race, the race of taking

off shoes, running to other end, return-

ing, putting them on, and then to goal.

Egg race, of pushing egg with nose
;
etc.

Continued on page ten
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SHCCT
ycuc
PETS
Observe Your Pets, let’s say for

just one week, with a “photo-

graphic eye.” You’ll be surprised how
many shots you’ll find that would make
fine movie material. As they do the in-

teresting things, figure where you would

put the camera, what angle you would
shoot, how you would follow the par-

ticular scene.

You can’t possibly get a more inter-

esting and entertaining picture than a

reel of your pets, whether they are sin-

gular or plural. Did you ever notice

the exclamations an animal in a profes-

sional picture invariably brings from the

audience ?

Let’s give somewhat of a list of pets

found around the home. There’s the

dog, cat, canary, parrot, and gold-fish.

Those are the most common. Others
may have anything from turtles to ele-

phants; but let’s stick to the common
variety.

We’ll take the dog as the first ex-

ample. You find him snoozing some-

where about the grounds. You set your

camera to film him as he wakens. You
may possibly secure several good shots

here. If something awakened him that

demands he be on the job protecting his

master’s good, you’ll find him jerk his

head up, raise his ears and listen in-

tently. Then he jumps to his feet and

is off about his policing business.

If you want to make a continuity of

this you can cut in a house bell ringing

between the time he raises his head and

the time he gets to his feet.

This is merely a suggested shot. If

you wish to carry that continuity fur-

ther and show him either greeting some-

one or keeping someone off the grounds,

we believe you will be happier with your

picture if you do not show the full figure

of the human being, but merely his

lower legs and feet. Let the animals

predominate in this reel.

S ome animals may have a fear of the

noise made by the whirring camera.

Accustom them to this noise before you

start actual shooting.

You will find your pets have char-

acteristics and mannerisms, the same as

a human being. Trail your cat some day

and watch its amusing antics in sneaking

up on butterflies and bugs. Show it lying

on its back playing with a ball of paper

suspended above it by a string; show it

Continued on page twelve



EREE MOVIE EILM
Here’s a chance for you to win a

hundred-foot roll of Panchromat-

ic 16mm film ... or 2 rolls of 8mm
film.

It is probably the oldest trick ever

done with a motion picture camera . . .

and the simplest trick. It can be done

with any make of camera from the
simplest to the most complicated. You
merely hold your camera upside down
when shooting and after the film is pro-

cessed you reverse it
;
that is the last part

of the picture is patched into the reel so

that it projects first.

If you want to get a “sun rise scene”

and you are too lazy to get up early in

the morning, simply shoot the sun going

down with your camera upside down.

When you turn this scene end to end in

your projector it will show- the sun com-

ing up. This w-as probably the first ap-

plication of this principle ever made by

a professional camera man.

But to help you further we are giving

you two more applications. After you

read them sit dowm and think for a few’

minutes. Figure out a continuity wdiere

you can apply this principle. Send it in

to us. If w-e print it we will give you

a 100-ft. roll of 16mm film or if you

own an 8mm camera we will give you

2 rolls of 8mm film.

A very effective application of this

trick is the knife-thrower’s act. A young

lady is seen standing against a garage

door in the manner and with the smile

conventional to all knife-thrower’s tar-

gets, about 15 feet away stands a young

man fairly bristling with all the family

butcher knives and ice picks available.

Now several close-ups of the thrower

are shown as he selects a knife and then

with proper aim and care throws it in

the direction of his target; immediately

follows a full length figure of the young

lady, and the knife is seen to come
through the air and stick in the garage

door not an inch away from her neck as

she smiles unperturbed by her proximity

to danger. This is followed by more

throwing of knives until the young lady

is fairly nailed to the door.

O f course now you know the sequence

of the knives coming through the

air and sticking in the door beside the

young lady was shot with the camera up-

side dow-n. The knives were stuck into

the door all around the girl, a very thin

but strong cord was attached to the

handles of the knives. Then as the cam-

era held upside dowrn wras being shot, one

at a time the knives by means of the at-

tached strings w-ere yanked out. This

scene after the film w-as developed was in

the editing turned end for end, the result

being that the knives are going into the

door instead of coming out.

Continued on page thirteen
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Hew T€ Smcct It
E ven the most simple amateur film

can stand some serious thought

before shooting. You see, once you have

it on the screen it is too late, and per-

haps impossible to make retakes. Invar-

iably we see how we could have im-

proved the picture after we have screened

it. Let that past experience serve you in

your future pictures . . . give them a

little thought in advance.

Family Olympics

T here are very few things called

for in this story that cannot be

found around the house; in fact, the

average home will have everything

needed. It is, of course, preferable that

the story be shot by daylight. The scenes

are all laid out of doors. If, however,

you are far enough advanced in photog-

raphy to use lights you can build the

opening scenes a little further and do

some interiors.

It would be advisable to visit your

picnic plot in advance so as to lay-out

the locations for the different actions

;

also so that you might know just how
the light will be in relation to your

camera. Remember that your light does

not always have to be in the back of the

camera. Light coming in from the sides

is much more interesting. The reason it

is recommended to beginners to have the

light at the back of them is that it is

the safest, because any light creeping into

f

the lens will spoil the picture: by this

we mean such as direct sunlight or the

reflection of sunlight on some bright

object, or even on water. This reminds

us that a few home-made reflectors

might prove handy. There may be a

shot in the shadows that you would like,

possibly a close-up. Use a reflector to

give you more light. If you haven’t a

regular reflector, a tin pan, such as a dish-

pan, will help a great deal although it

should be something that does not reflect

as brilliantly as metal.

In reading over the scenario you will

find a good many of the shots are con-

tinuations of the previous set-up with

the same composition and focus. Shoot

them all at once and later intercut with

the close-ups indicated.

If you have foot races you can get

some interesting and unusual shots by

lying flat on the ground and having the

runners come directly at you and then

running to each side of you out of the

picture.

A low shot at the person who starts

the races is also very effective. Let’s

say this person uses a whistle to indicate

the start. Shoot from a low point, taking

in shoulders and head, as the whistle is

blown. From this you can cut to the

start of the race.

Watch your exposures. The exposure

table in this issue will be a great help if

you do not own an exposure meter.

Continued on page fifteen



The four illustrations on this page are
the four operations necessary to make
splices with the Craig 16mm splicer (this
splicer can also be used for 8mm film). In
referring to them in the article on this
page we call the illustration on the left

Figure No. 1, and the illustration on the
right Figure No. 2.

In Figure No. 1 you see the
film being inserted, while in Fig-
ure No. 2 you see the film being
cut. Once you understand the
operation you will find it ex-
tremely simple to make a patch.

Using Craig Splicer
To Some the use of a splicer is a

mystery. To others who have not

learned all of the knacks of this splicer

there may be some valuable information

in this brief description of its use.

In Figure No. 1 you will notice on the

left plate four holes or what might ap-

pear screws. These are really holes with

pins underneath them in the lower plate.

The two holes toward the center are a

bit narrower than the two holes toward

the rear. The reason for this is that the

two pins at the front are used for regis-

tering the film by inserting these pins

in the sprocket holes. The two rear pins

are 16mm apart, which means the film

fits exactly in between them. Each side

of this splicer has a hinged top plate, as

you will notice in the illustration. The

film is placed over the pins emulsion side

up, then the plate is brought down on

them. The center plate as shown in Fig-

ure 2 is used purely for cutting the film.

After the film is placed on both plates

you merely pull this plate up and press

it down on the film. It will shear both

sides of the film evenly.

The next step is to scrape the film.

This is shown in Figure 3. However, to

acquaint you with the scraper, note the

left plate in Figure 2. You will see that

there is something fastened to the top

of it. This is the scraper which auto-

matically goes out of the way when not

in use. Its scraping surface somewhat

resembles a file, which you rub over the

piece of film under the left pressure

plate. However, it is well to use your

left hand to hold the front part of this

pressure plate down in order to hold the

film firmly at all points. This will per-

mit a more evenly scraped edge.

A fter you have scraped the film clean

of all emulsion— and you must be

sure it is clean—then take the holder at

the right which will slide up against the

holder at the left and bring the film im-

mediately down upon the scraped por-

tion. However, in the meantime you

should have applied film cement to the

scraped portion. There is a clamp in the

center for the left pressure plate when

it is brought into that position. You

Continued on page sixteen

At the left is Figure No. 4,

while at the right is Figure No.

5. The left illustration shows

the film being scraped, and the

right shows the film being

spliced.

The Craig is one of the few

splicers available that makes a

dry splice. The dry splice is

very desirable as it eliminates

the use of water on the film.
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FINDER
T his home-made Finder for the

1 V2 inch lens on the 8mm Stewart-

Warner Camera was designed by Arthur

Miller, ace cinematographer with the

Fox Studios in Hollywood.

To the professional cameraman one

of the most important parts of his cam-

era is the finder. It is imperative with

him that he secures on the film what he

sees in the finder. The finder on the

professional camera must be accurate to

a hair-line.

It was natural that Arthur Miller

would check the finder on his 8mm cam-,

era before he exposed any film. He
found the finder for the half-inch lens

surprisingly accurate, but the finder for

the telephoto lens was not usable: it

was too far off.

After much research he devised the

finder illustrated on this page. He built

it entirely himself and found in use it

was accurate from infinity down to about

six feet.

You will note the finder is built on

the left side of the camera on the door-

plate. It is aligned with the lens. But
let us first describe the material used,

dimensions, etc.

First note Sketch B. This is a flat

piece of brass 1/24 of an inch thick, cut

so as to fit on the side of the camera
almost exactly over the key that opens
and locks the camera door. On each end
of this plate is soldered a piece of brass

1/24 of an inch thick, as a track upon
which the finder slides in order to clear

the door catch and also the screws which
will fasten the mount plate to the cam-
era. At the top of these two tracks, as

indicated on sketch B, are placed two

round-headed screws to hold the findei

in place on the mount. At the top center

of the mount, solder a third brass block !

1/24 of an inch thick. This block will

eventually be drilled to hold the screw

registering the finder.

The next step is to make the finder

proper. This consists of a piece !

of ^4-inch brass tubing cut to measure
j

3-3/32 inches overall including the flat

pieces of brass soldered over each end

of the tube. These end plates must

close the ends of the tube completely.
1

In one end plate drill a small peep-hole

exactly in the center of the axis. In the
j

other end plate cut a rectangular aper-

ture 8/32 of an inch high and 11/32

of an inch wide. This aperture is illus-

trated in the sketch showing the finder

mounted on the camera.

This tube is then soldered to the flat

Continued on page fourteen
]
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Tcicr C* theMcnth

W e advise our readers to keep a

scrapbook file of all the tricks

suggested in this department. For when

some unforeseen circumstance arises these

tricks may not only solve your problem

but also lend an air of professionalism

to your production. Amateurs who have

in mind certain tricks but do not know
how to execute them should write to our

Trick Editor, who will gladly offer all

help necessary for proper performance

with your particular equipment.

Amateur cinematographers seem to

have an innate desire to mystify their

audience. So here is a bit of optical

illusion which will help them on their

way.

This is what is generally known as the

bottle trick. The accompanying simple

sketch is almost self-explanatory. Your
friends will wonder how you put the

child in the bottle. If they aren’t readers

of Home Movie, keep it as a profes-

sional secret, for the simpleness of this

trick will detract from their appreciation

of its effect.

The principal prop is a 5-gallon bottle,

the kind in which spring water is sold.

Place this on a table covered with black

cloth (have the cloth on the side facing

the camera hang to the floor)
;
imme-

diately behind the bottle stand, as a

background, a cardboard painted black,

with the exact shape of the bottle cut

out of it. Now set your camera up at

such a point where the finder will take in

no more than the bottle and black back-

ground. Keeping your eye on the finder,

have your little actor or actress go to a

point behind the bottle where he or she

appears to be standing inside it. This

can perhaps be done easier by placing

her on a table, and then, with her sitting

there, aligning her with the camera. This

will make her appear to be sitting or

kneeling inside of the bottle.

Still watching through the finder have

her rehearse her antics of trying to get

out of a bottle, and then by means of

your observations mark a circle on the

ground or table, to which she must be

confined in order that all her actions

seem to be within the sides of the bottie.

T o complete the set, place a black cur-

tain behind the actress, thus to make

seem to be within the sides of the bottle,

the background the same throughout. In

order that she be more discernible by the

camera eye, place lights and reflectors

around her as you would for an interior

shot. As an added touch of realism you

might place two other children one on

either side of the bottle, who could by

their actions give the impression that
Continued on page sixteen
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MONO FILM
is starting its 3rd year as the

recognized leader in the low-

priced field.

For all ordinary shots under
favorable conditions save

money by using

MONO FILM

$2.95 per 100-foot roll, includ-

ing processing.

Mono Film Company
500 Fifth Ave.

New York City

HERE’S RELIEF!
from “Heat Waves’

USE METAL LETTERS

For Making Titles
Send for Price List of Capital and Lower Case

Letters.

H. W. Knight & Sons, Inc., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
P.O. Box 357

16mm Sound On Film

HOME TALKIES
Are Here

Trade in your silent movie
equipment

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE
Klein & Goodman
photo a Cine apparatus

Sound Film Rental Libeary
T8 SO. lOTH ST PHILA,, PA.

Family Olympics
£ Continued from page three

After you have finished your races,

flash this

TITLE: The Main Event.

Scene 22. Show all of the kids, in-

cluding Dad, running toward the

camera.

Scene 23. Long-shot of all of them

running from the rear, showing them

running toward the table set with food.

Scene 24. Close view of all of them

rushing to their positions at the table.

Scene 25. Show’ hands only on table,

grasping food.

Scene 26. Close-up of each of the

kids busily feeding his mouth and eating

with gusto. You can make this a slow pan

taking in each one as you pan across but

have Dad at the end of the pan with a big

slab of pie. Pan to Ma watching him,

shaking her head
;
back to Dad taking a

healthy bite
;
he winks, then fade out.

If you have a camera which you can

re-wind, of course there is a possibility

for some professional effects, by fading

in and out, especially from one athletic

event to another when you intend to give

only flashes of some. A fade-out on the

last scene would be a good bet.

For main title you might want to use

something that is suggestive of athletics.

You might be able to find a silhouette or

a photo of an athlete or a line-up of run-

ners as a background for your main title.

The picture itself presents no tech-

nical difficulties in photographing. It

can be made with the simplest 16mm or

8mm camera.

SOME, HOWEVER, who have slow mo-

tion on the camera might want to

slip in a sequence or two, especially

where the events are fast, to show por-

tions of them in slow motion. If you

have a speed of 8 frames a second, you

of course can speed up some of the other

events, especially those where they are

falling and rolling around as in the

three-legged and bag races.

10



Expcsice
Guide
GCT.
10 A.M.-4 P.M.

Sun Sun Obscured

Dull

I

Ice, Sea, Sky f 16-22 f 11-16 f 8-11

Beach Dunes, Snow
Scenes f 11-16 f 8-11 f 7

Distant view, open
landscapes f 8-11 f 7 f 4.5

Landscapes with fore-
ground

Black on white titles f 8 f 6.8 f 4.5

People in open streets,
buildings, landscapes
with dark leaves

White on black titles f 6.8 f 4.5 f 3.5

People under trees or
in woods

_J_4.5 f 2.7

People in rooms near
window, with light
interior f 2.7

'I^hese figures are for Panchromatic
Film. If you shoot earlier or later

than the time indicated open one stop for

each hour’s difference excepting shortly

before sunset or after sunrise
;
then allow

an additional stop.

If you use SuperSensitive Film, close

lens an additional stop to compensate

for extra speed of the film.

This exposure guide is for all States

in the United States except the fol-

lowing :

Alabama, Southern Arizona, South-

ern Arkansas, Southern California, Flor-

ida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,

Southern New Mexico, Southern Okla-

homa, South Carolina and Texas.

l^OR the above States close the lens

one stop more than given in the

above table. That is, if the condition

calls for a stop of F 8 in the table, set

your lens at F 11.

1

1

HARRISON
FILTER HOLDER

It Fits All Cameras
Ask us how you can use this filter

holder for fades and other effects.

HARRISON Cr HARRISON
645 N. Martel, Hollywood, Cal.

Eastern Representative

:

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY INC.,
723 7th Av., N. Y. C.

TELEPHOTOS MAKE
GOOD CLOSEUPS
FROM ABELTIPOD.

film PERMANENCY
TEITEL NEW LIFE METHOD

For restoring old and brittle films. Brings them
back to original condition.

TEITEL SCRATCH-PROOF METHOD

Hardens emulsion to resist scratching. Insures

greater clarity of image.

ALBERT TEITEL CO.

Dept. HM 105 West 40th St., New York



TITLES •
WITH REAL CHARACTER

Nothing gives a film that real professional
look . . . nothing gives you so much real

satisfaction in the presentation of your
films ... as the smart character of ART
TITLES. Dozens of borders ... all related
. . . one for every type of scene. 8 words or
Min. order $1. Write for free samples and
Min. order $1. Write for free samples and
illustrated literature showing borders and

designs. 16mm only.

•

ART TITLE GUILD
5519 Broadway Chicago

D e v e lo p and Print

Your Own 16mm Film
WITH THE

PHIL -LAB
DEVELOPING CONTINUOUS

RACK PRINTER
100-ft. Racks in 11- Printer will han-
xl4 Trays. Also 25-
ft. Rack for Titles. dle up to 400 ft.

Send for descriptive circular.

PHILLIPS LABORATORY
653 Hillcrest Ave. Dept. H Westfield N. J.

SILVER RIBBON
To Make Your MOVIE TITLES on Your Own

typewriter

Simply place the COLUMBIA SILVER RIBBON
in the typewriter and type in SILVER LET-
TERS on black matte card or paper. Place lights
so that silver letters will reflect light. Fine
results for titles on reversal film.
When writing, please specify “silver ribbon” and

make of typewriter

Columbia Ribbon & Carbon Mfg. Co., Inc.
GLEN COVE, N. Y. Dept. 12 U. S. A.

8K reductions
FROM 16MM AND 25MM

GEO. W. COLBURN
Special Motion Picture Printing

7100 N. WASHTENAW AVE.
Dept. 126 CHICAGO, ILL.

DUNNING GRAINLESS
A NEW PROCESS

Specially developed for negative-positive 16mm.
We develop your1 16mm negative and make fin-
ished prints of the highest quality. Specialists in
all laboratory work—35mm reduction and sound.

DUNNING PROCESS COMPANY
930 N. La Brea Ave. Hollywood, Cal.

Shoot Your Pets
4 Continued from page four

rubbing against a person’s legs. It may
stand for your child dressing it as a doll

and putting it to bed in a doll buggy.

The best actors for your pet pictures

will be kittens or pups, if you have

them around your place. A little kitten

left in a shoe will do things naturally

which will make your film a big success.

Another bit of comedy can be injected

into your dog sequence by giving the

dog a caramel to eat for good behavior

after his bath. Watch his antics with a

caramel. Its stickiness is a bit annoying

to him but he likes it. Watch him come

back for more if you will give them to

him. This sequence is good for a great

many laughs, as he paws his mouth and

chews at the caramel vigorously and in-

dustriously.

If you opened your picture with the

sleeping dog awakening, here’s a good

closing sequence. Catch him sleeping

again
;
turn your camera upside down

;

call him gently— but be sure to start

filming him before you call him. Then
take another shot a little further away
from his sleeping spot and have him com-

ing toward you, but have your camera

upside down. Now when you patch that

sequence in, turn it end to end, so you

will have the last sequence first, that is,

the one of the longer shot of the dog

coming toward you. Turning the pic-

ture around will now make him back

up from you, then it will cut to the

closer shot showing him lying down and

going to sleep.

Crawling Baby
hen you rush for your camera

* " to photograph the baby crawling,

don’t forget in your excitement to put

a little continuity into your picture.

Here’s what we mean by continuity.

Show the baby in a long-shot going from

sitting position to crawling position.

Come in for a close-up of the baby

12



crawling. Then shoot to the other side

of the room to show a toy. Go in for a

close-up of the toy. Station yourself 9o

that your camera takes in both the baby

and the toy from the sidelines. Show

baby crawling. Show* him stopping. Go
in to close-up as he sits there and rests

;

catch him as he turns his head toward

the toy. Back up again and show the

distance between the baby and the toy.

Go in to a shot from behind the toy

toward the baby. Show the baby grasp-

ing the toy
;
then close with a big close-up

of the baby smiling.

Free Movie Film
9 Continued fnom page five

A nother example of the way in

which shooting with your camera

upside down can astonish your friends is

a little reel to cinch the story of that big

fish you caught last summer. The first

thing to do is to visit your local fish ped-

dler and buy from him the biggest fish he

has for the least money. Now after tak-

ing all your preliminary shots in the nor-

mal manner prepare for the deception.

Attach the purchased giant of the deep

on your hook and then while shooting

with the camera upside down cast the fish

into the water. Thus you have when the

scene is edited, the actual catching of

your fish story fish. Your audience might

have laughed when you sat down and

told your story but the old adage still

stands “He who laughs last, laughs best.”

This is your opportunity to win a roll

of film, perhaps the above examples have

already given you an idea for a little con-

tinuity or situation in which to use the

upside down camera trick. Send your

idea in.

If ach and every contribution printed

4 will receive a 100-foot roll of pan-

chromatic film.

CRAIG
Splicers

(or

Sound

or Silent

CRAIG JR.
SPLICER *35°
Now available for use with both 8mm
and l6 mm films.

CRAIG SPLICER *IO
Now available in l6 mm size for use

with either silent or sound on film films

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY Co.
1031 South Broadway

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Represented by Ampro in the East

13



FI LM O

THE FILMO 70D

. . . Takes the kind of movies that win

American Cinematographer contests

Here's why: Built like a fine watch. 216°

shutter opening, giving l/27th second at 16

frames. Seven film speeds—8-12-1 6-24-
32-48-64. Three lens-turret, variable spy-

glass viewfinder giving (instantly) field

areas of six different focal length lenses.

Critical Focuser (optional). Capacity— 100
feet of 16mm film. There is no finer or

more versatile 16mm movie camera for

general use. Many attachments available

(including motor and external magazine)
for semi-professional work. Price, $251 up,

with Sesamee- locked carrying case.

PERSONAL
MOVIE CAMERAS
AND PROJECTORS

BELL & HOWELL
1848 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago

1 1 West 42nd Street, New York

716 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood

320 Regent Street, London, Eng.

(B & H Co., Ltd.) Established 1907

EightMM Finder
q Continued from page eight

piece of brass indicated by sketch “A,”

forming a flange. The two key-hole

shaped slots at each side of this flange

are then cut into this piece, to fit under

the heads of the two mounting screws

shown in sketch “B.”

Next a piece of brass is soldered on

flange “A” directly in the center as indi-

cated by the big circle. This block will

hold a set-screw indicated by the figure 4

in the upper sketch.

install the finder on the camera,

first mount your camera on a tripod

or some firm base. Set it up anywhere be-

yond six feet in front of a garage door

or some other surface on which you can

mark the lens field : take out the gate

by removing the two screws which fasten

it to the camera. Then put a piece of

frosted film (the kind used as a leader

on films returned from the Eastman Lab-

oratories) over the aperture, holding it

in place with adhesive tape. When the

shutter is open you can see the image

with the aid of a small dental mirror.

By this means mark off on your barn

door, <or other surface you have selected,

the field given you by the lens. Then
place the door on the camera; hold the

finder on its mount beside the door and

adjust it so that it includes the same
area as shown by the lens. Fasten the

finder mount firmly to the door with a

clamp and mark the position of the

mount on the camera. Take the finder

from the mount; drill and tap two
screw-holes through the mount and door

and fasten the mount “B” to the camera,

ow replace the finder o n t h e

mount; check the area of the lens

and finder. When you find the point of

perfect adjustment for the finder drill

the hole and set registering screw. This
registering screw will hold the finder

firmly and by loosening it you can re-

move and remount the finder any time

you wish.

14



lioir To Shoot It

0 Continued from page six

Shoot Your Pets

Figure out in advance just what
you want to shoot after you have
learned from observation just what in-

teresting things your pets do.

If you have taught your dog tricks,

go through those tricks with him and

watch from the camera standpoint so

you can determine how you will shoot

it. Take your camera and while he is

doing his tricks watch him through your

finder. Do this from every angle, until

you’ve found an unusual and interesting

angle for each particular shot.

IJerhaps your canary bird will pick

a lump of sugar. Determine in ad-

vance whether you want to shoot that

from the same level, from above or be-

low and how close you want to get with

the camera. We once saw an interesting

shot where the canary was photographed

from almost straight above. It gave a

very unusual angle to his picture and

was a complete success. Another good

shot would be to place the cage in front

of the window and shoot through it.

This will silhouette the cage and the

bird.

F I L M O

THE FILMO 70E

, . . A camera for conquering photographic

extremes, and at a modest price

Here's why: Has four film speeds—8 to

64 frames. Is regularly equipped with a

Cooke 1 -inch F 1 .5 speed lens, making pos-

sible perfectly exposed movies under the

most adverse lighting conditions. By add-
ing Kodacolor filter, gives the finest Koda-
color results. The F 1 .5 lens is instantly

interchangeable with any Filmo 70 tele-

photo, speed or wide angle lens. Basic

operating mechanism is the same as that in

the Filmo 70-D Camera—precise, skilfully

designed and manufactured. An efficient

utility camera where turret head and vari-

able viewfinder are not required. Price,

with case, $185; with F 3.5 lens, $150.

PERSONAL
MOVIE CAMERAS

AND PROJECTORS

BELL & HOWELL
1848 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago

1 1 West 42nd Street, New York

716 North La Brea Ave., Hollywood

320 Regent Street, London, Eng.

(B & H Co., Ltd.) Established 1907



CUESTICNS
AND
Answers
Does a 2-inch lens working at f8

give as much exposure as a 1-inch lens

at f8f

The focal length of the lens does not

affect its exposure ;
by this we mean

that f8 regardless of the focal length

of the lens is the same for one lens as it

is for the other.

In which direction should one pan-

oramf

Panoram in the direction of the ac-

tion
;
that is, with the action. If, how-

ever, there is no action, it is always best

to pan from left to right. The eye

travels in that direction the easiest. We
read from left to right for that reason.

How many frames per second does a

16mm and an 8mm camera operate at

normal speed

?

The normal speed or number of

frames per second for both the 16mm
and 8mm camera is 16 frames. Before

sound came in, this was also normal

for 35mm. Sound, however, demanded

they speed up to 24 frames per second.

If f8 is the stop to use at 16 frames ,

what should you use at a speed of 64

frames a second

?

This is a simple matter of arithmetic.

The normal speed being 16 frames, 64

frames is 4 times faster, as 16 will di-

vide into 64 four times. So you must

open your lens 4 times tor to f4, which

is four times faster than f8.

How many pictures are on a foot of

16mm film? On a foot of 8mm film?

There are 40 pictures on a foot of

16mm film and 80 pictures on a foot of

8mm film. That means that it takes

2^2 seconds to show a foot of 16mm
film and 10 seconds to show a foot of

8mm film.

Trick o 5the Month
g Continued from page nine

they are watching the antics of the girl

imprisoned in the bottle. If you are

making this trick indoors you must be

careful in placing your lights, especially

those used in lighting up the two chil-

dren at the sides of the bottle. There

must not be on the bottle any reflection

of these lights discernible by the human
eye; for the camera eye in conjunction

with the special sensitive film made by

the manufacturers for indoor shots will

fog the image of the girl and destroy the

illusion you wish to create by the trick.

If you use proper care in performing
j

this trick the result will be most aston-

ishing to your audience and gratifying

to you.

Using Craig Splicer
g Continued from page seven

fasten this clamp, allow it to hold for a i

few seconds, release, and your film is
j

cemented.

T his splicer can also be used for 8-

mm. This film having sprocket

holes on one side only allows you to reg-

ister the sprocket over one pin
;
you then

press the film against the rear guide pin.

in scraping be sure you push the scraper

only toward the sprocket hole. The rea-

son for this is that that side is the only

support the film has, and if you put pres-

sure away from the sprocket hole it may
tear out the sprocket hole. Before clamp-

ing for sealing also be sure that the film
1

is firmly pressed against the rear guide

pins. This is important to get an even

Splice.

Close-Ups
jtW emember to get close-ups. Long-

shots db not mean anything unless

there is a crowd to be filmed. Always
pan in the direction the object is moving,

but if possible avoid pan shots.
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G\ie ^Roclaj Goast
BY WILFQRD H. WOLFS

The Weston Universal Model

Exposure Meter

Note being used by thousands of
professional and amateur photog-
raphers everywhere. Employs the

Weston life-time Photronic Cell and
the uell-knoicn Weston instrument.

“I have been using my Weston Exposure Meter for over

14 months. During this time we have been inseparable

companions, for I would not think of making a shot

without the accurate exposure information which it gives.

One thing that impresses me most is that the meter is

as accurate today as the day I purchased it; despite the

fact that it has been exposed to direct sunlight for long

periods, and has been used under wide temperature con-

ditions. There seems to be plenty of justification to your

claim that it is a ‘life-time’ meter.”

Wilford H. Wolfs, Westfield, N. J.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
608 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey

Weston *
&tposi//eA/efers



H ere’s Your
First Edition

of "HOME movie"
... a monthly magazine, devoted exclusively

to amateur movie-making. This is the first is-

sue of a year's subscription, presented to you

by . . .

Marks & Fuller, Inc.

44 EAST AVENUE
EASTMAN CINE KODAKS AND PROJECTORS (16 and 8mm)

VICTOR ANIMATOGRz-vPH SOUND-ON-FILM PROJECTORS

SIMPLEX MOVIE CAMERAS
LEICA, CONTAX, PUPILLE and VOLLENDA Miniature Cameras

And complete stock of supplies, amateur and professional, for

both "still" and moving pictures.

All Things Photographic for

Almost Three-Quarters of a Century

•

If You’ ve a Movie-Minded Friend
. . . who, you think, would be interested in

this publication, just send us his name and ad-

dress and we'll be glad to include him on our

subscription list, without obligation.
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Ghe Hodaj Goast
BY WILFORD H. WOLFS

The Weston Universal Model

Exposure Meter

Now being used by thousands of
professional and amateur photog-
raphers everywhere. Employs the
Weston life-time Photronic Cell and
the well-known Weston instrument.

J laiiimi

“I have been using my Weston Exposure Meter for over

14 months. During this time we have been inseparable

companions, for I would not think of making a shot

without the accurate exposure information which it gives.

One thing that impresses me most is that the meter is

as accurate today as the day I purchased it; despite the

fact that it has been exposed to direct sunlight for long

periods, and has been used under wide temperature con-

ditions. There seems to be plenty of justification to your

claim that it is a ‘life-time’ meter.”

Wilford H. Wolfs, Westfield, N. J.

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP.
608 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey

Weston
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0THE time is Sunday, June 16th.

In case that date doesn’t mean any-

thing to you, dear reader, now that ev-

eryone else has had a day dedicated to

their memory, including national clean-

up week, it is FATHER’S DAY. The
one day in the year when poor poppa is

supposed to receive all the breaks. The
characters are your own family. The
place is home or what passes for home
to your friends.

Scene 1. Medium shot of bedroom.

Father, who is still in bed, is seen to be

just awakening. He yawns, stretches

and blinks at the clock on the table be-

side him.

Scene 2. Closeup shot of clock;

hands are set at ten-thirty.

Scene 3. Medium closeup of Father

his eyes open with surprise as he sees by

the clock the lateness of the hour. He
picks the clock up and holds it to his ear

and as it is going sets it back on the

table. He then shakes his head to clear

it of sleep, jumps up out of bed and the

scene.

Scene 4. Long shot of the breakfast

room. Mother, sister and brother are

eating their breakfast. They look fur-

tively over their shoulders as if to see if

someone is coming. Father enters the

scene and takes his place at the table.

The rest of the family endeavor to look

nonchalant, greet him as he comes in.

Father spreads his napkin on his lap and

attacks his grapefruit.

Scene 5. Medium shot of the same
scene. Father is seen to be unconcern-

edly eating his breakfast. None of the

other three members of the family are

speaking, but all are looking at father

Every Dog

with the same, cat-who-ate-the-cream

expression. Finally, Father realizes that

he is being stared at, looks up from his

breakfast and peers at each member of

the family with a puzzled look on his

face. As he looks up the others each find

much of interest to look at on their

plates. Failing to see anything wrong,
Father resumes his breakfast. The oth-

ers look up and at a mutual signal, un-

able to contain themselves any longer,

jump up together. All have had pres-

ents hidden under the table on their laps.

These they bring out and hand to Fath-

er, who is sitting back with a look of

bewilderment on his face.

Scene 6. -Medium shot taken from
side showing Mother, brother and sister

speaking in unison.

TITLE: “Happy Father's Dav . . .

Daddy

Scene 7. Long shot. Father with

presents in his arms coming out of door

and sitting on couch or swing.

%SCENE 8. Medium closeup of

Father busy opening his presents. He is

gingerly taking the wrappings off a long

flat box. Having opened the box he gent-

ly lifts the contents out. The contents

consist of three ties. These he looks at



and Father

Has

His Day
by

J. H. Schoen

for a moment and then a violent shud-
der wracks his body.

# SCENE 9. C 1 o s e u p of the ties.

They are of a very violent design. The
background is light with large dark fig-

ures on it. (Here, if your lens is the
focussing type, turn it out of focus and
bring it back in as Father stuffs the ties

back in their box.)

Scene 10. Same as Scene 8, medium
closeup of Father still opening packages.

He lifts a square package up and shakes
it, holds it to his ear, then shakes it

again. Obviously convinced that the con-
tents are not dangerous he unwraps it

carefully, disclosing a box of cigars . . .

Scene 11. Closeup shot of the box
of cigars

;
they are of a very question-

able brand. You might add to this shot

by relabeling the cigar box with letters

cut out from a magazine with a name
similar to this, “FLORA de STINKO.”
Father’s hands come into this scene

opening the box and select a cigar.

Scene 12. Medium shot of Father.

He nips the end off of the cigar and puts

it into his mouth. He searches his pock-

ets for a match and upon finding one
lights the cigar. He leans back comfort-

ably in the swing.

Scene 13. Big closeup of Father.

He is just taking his first few puffs of

the cigar, still having a contented and
satisfied look on his face. After a second

puff the smile begins to fade
;
after the

third it is gone, and he is taken by a fit

of coughing.

3

Scene 14. Medium long shot of

porch with Father sitting limply on the

swing, his arms hanging listlessly at his

side, the cigar drooping from his fingers.

Mother enters the scene through a door

leading into the house. She walks over

toward Father.

Scene 15. Medium shot of Mother
coming up to Father at swing. She leans

over, straightens his tie, and speaks.

TITLE: “How do you like the ci-

gars I bought you?”

Scene 16. Closeup of Father. He
smiles weakly, nods his appreciation and

then with visible effort pulls himself to-

gether and takes another hearty puff on

the cigar, with the same coughing result.

Scene 17. Medium long shot of the

same. Father is still coughing; Mother
turns away and walks back into house.

As she disappears Father heaves the ci-

gar into a bush and slumps back to his

former position on the swing.

% Scene 18. Medium long shot taken

from the outside of front door leading

from house onto porch. The door opens

and brother and sister come out. They
are dressed for the street and are yelling

and struggling over an all-day sucker.

Continued on page eleven



Playing

With Dolls

by

Wm, J, Grace
8mm and I 6mm Technician

0 LAST month, you may recall, we
went through an explanation of the
reasons why animation was possible, and
we talked about the fact that animation

was merely the reconstruction of action

by a lot of slightly adyanced succeeding

still pictures.

If you are prone to get right at mak-
ing some animated movies without get-

ting these principles solidly lodged in

your mind, you are going to find ani-

mation something entirely out of your
depth. There is nothing hard about

animating except the actual tedium of

taking one frame, moying the doll a bit,

taking another picture, moying it some
more, and so on. But you don't stand a

ghost of a chance to make an acceptable

picture if you don't absorb the simple

theory behind it all.

May I suggest right new that you
read again the first article of this series,

which was printed last month, because

I haye a sneaking suspicion that you did

no more than just read a lot of words.

You must remember the principles ap-

plying to timing of movement at all

times during animation, for if you slip

just once, the whole picture will be a

flop.

As to the actual apparatus necessary

for animating, I might make certain

recommendations, which you are, of

course, at complete liberty to follow or

not. After all, I'm not making you try

animation—I'm merely suggesting it as

a phase to your hobby which is fascinat-

ing and will absorb your interest.

First, I would personally equip my
camera with some kind of camera release

trigger device which would enable me
to more accurately expose a single frame

at a time. This device would be so made
that I could clamp it on the camera and
means would be provided for remote

control of the device, so that I wouldn’t

jar the camera out of position on the

animation setup. I made an electrical

remote control device which I call the

Elec:r::n::e. h :u :uy this tor cer-

tain standard cameras, or you can make
your own, whether you prefer electric,

or whether you prefer mechanical means.

The point is this: either learn how to

flick the camera button so that you get

a frame at a time, and learn to do this

without disturbing the camera lineup,

or make or buy a device which can aid

you in this.

0 NEXT, I would provide a solid

support for the camera, in accordance

w it h the
thing being

animated. In

some cases,

this would
be a tripod

so set up be-

fore the ani-

mating scene

that it could

not be acci-

dentally
knocked out

of position.

In other
Continued on

page ten



Continuity

for

Odd Shots

by

S. F. Warner
1 6mm

0“I have always been a great believer

that all motion pictures, to be interest-

ing, must contain one vital property,

and that is nothing other than ‘contin-

uity.’

“Of course, the majority of amateur

films are purely and simply records of

people, incidents from their lives or

travels. To me, there is nothing more
tiresome than to look at a series of ‘pot’

shots, even when they are of my own
making.

“A friend of mine, who is also a firm

believer of ‘continuity,’ took a trip

through the West. At their best, travel

films are nothing more than records, and

any planned continuity before leaving is

usually impossible, due to not being fa-

miliar with all the circumstances one

meets with on trips such as these.

“Well, this friend came home with

the usual run of travel pictures, and the

job of editing them. After much thought

this is how we wove them together. (It

should be understood that this is only

the action, no attempt is made to give

the scenes— numerous clcseups were

used, however.)

“Car drives up to filling station.

“Attendant sees his friend is back

from trip and inquires all about same.

“Driver starts to tell him about trip,

wdiile attendant starts to fill gas tank.

“By the proper use of spoken titles

and clcseups this action becomes very

smooth. A fade-out should be made and

start to fade-in first picture sequence.

“Between each sequence show closeup

of P"as pumn dial.

“After three or four such closeups

flash back to the characters talking, and

then use the pump shot again.

“To close the action shew tank over-

flowing and gas running around car;

the characters discover this and of course

the final fade-out can be made.

“It can be seen that when well work-

ed up this simple little plot can be made
very interesting and also humorous.

% “LITTLE did I think when I gave

my friend this plot that perhaps I, too,

would have some film that I would want

to edit similarly some day myself. Well,

I did, and those films were shots of the

Century cf Progress Exposition at Chi-

cago. Of course, I did not want to use

the same details so here is how I re-

vamped the plot to- suit my need

:

“Opening scenes are closeups of

preparations for breakfast, such as

Continued on page fourteen
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Trick O the Month
0AN always pleasing effect in your

home movies is the moving back-

ground title. It not only makes your

titles more professional in appearance

but gives a very graceful means to intro-

duce your story and characters. By the

method outlined in this article you can

add this type of title to any of your

reels, old or new, without returning to

the site of their production.

The key to this trick is “Kodaloid”

which is a celluloid equivalent of ground

glass. You can obtain it inexpensively

from your local photographic dealer.

Purchase it in sheets of a size that will

conveniently fit your titler.

The performance of the trick is al-

most completely shown in the illustra-

tion on this page. The trick is simple in

that it can be performed by any camera

and projector owner.

The first thing to do is to make your

title on the shiny side of the Kodaloid.

If you are using paper cut-out letters,

stick them on with a drop of glue. If

you hand-letter your titles it is advisable

to use some wash-off sign paint so that

the Kodaloid can be cleaned and re-used

later. Lettering done with India ink

will not come off and if used will rele-

gate the Kodaloid to discard.

Now with your title made on the

shiny side of the Kodaloid insert it in

your titler with shiny side facing cam-
era. Then place your projector behind

the titler so that it will project a picture

on the dull side of the Kodaloid. Pro-

ceed to load your projector; however,

that the action will not be reversed

(right and left) in the finished title you
will have to thread your film in the pro-

jector with the shiny side facing the lens.

If you are an 8mm user you will be

unable to merely turn your film around
to the shiny side to preserve the order of

action in background scenes. However,
this difficulty can be overcome by thread-

ing your film through your projector

backwards and projecting it on the titler

after the titler and camera have been

turned upside down.

# WITH the projector properly

threaded for the trick, turn it on
and set it in a position where it throws
an image on the Kodaloid that covers

Continued on page twelve

Title Size 100W 200W 250W 300W 500W 750W

3x2 inches f 4
_

f 56 f8 f 1 1 f 1

1

f 16

9V2x6Vi inches f 2.8 f 8 f 5.6 f 5.6 f 8 f 11

13x10 inches f 1.9 f 2.8 f 4 f 4 f 5.6 f 8

18x13 inches ff 1.5 f 1 .9
1

f 1-9 f 1.9 f 4 f 5.6
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ProcessPositive Film

# DU RING the past few years, the

number of amateurs using positive

film for their title making has been in-

creasing steadily. There are two prin-

cipal reasons for this increased popular-

ity of positive film. First, it affords an

easy method of making titles that show
white letters on a black background and

second, it is by far the cheapest method
of making titles.

Sixteen mm. positive film can be

bought at about one-fifth the price of

any standard brand panchromatic film

and 8mm positive film costs less than

one-half the price of the regular reversal

8mm film.

Positive film not being color-sensitive

is from three to four times slower than

panchromatic film and therefore can be

easily processed by t h e amateur in a

makeshift darkroom. Many amateurs

have made their bathroom into a tem-

porary darkroom because of the running

water and the fact that there is usually

only one window to be sealed up. The
fact that positive film isn’t color sensi-

tive makes it unnecessary for the devel-

oping to be done in the absolute dark

;

a safety light, red or green, can be used

without affecting the film.

In making titles directly on slow posi-

tive film stock the greatest possible con-

trast is desired. That is you desire the

letters to be a pure sharp white against

a dense black background. To accomp-

lish this a developer should be used in

which the contrasty developing agent

predominates. In motion picture devel-

oping solutions there are two developing

agents (Metol and hydroquinone) . One
of these, the metol, is a rapid working

developer and gives a soft, un-contrasty,

flat image
;
the other, hydroquinone,

works slowly and gives more pronounce-

ment to shadows and the gradations

that exist in the shadows. Also, found in

every developer is an alkali. The func-

tion of the alkali is to accelerate the ac-

tion and thus produce strong contrast in

a shorter time. The caustic alkalis are

7

mg
by

A. C. Bell

35mm

the most commonly used and among
these sodium carbonate, which is ordi-

nary purified washing powder, is the

most popular.

Thus the best developer for positive

film titles should contain as a develop-

ing agent, predominately hydroquinone;

and should contain a strong caustic al-

kali (sodium carbonate) to speed up the

action.

Following these pointers the follow-

ing formula which will cost you about

fifty cents a gallon has been found excel-

lent for positive film titles. At 65 de-

grees Fahrenheit this solution will prop-

erly develop your film in five minutes.

Metol 18 gr.

Sodium sulphite 5 1/3 oz.

Hydroquinone . -352 gr.

Sodium carbonate oz.

Potassium bromide 50 gr.

Citric acid 40 gr.

Potassium meta bisulphite 90 gr.

Water 1 gal.

IN doing this processing at home you

will need a developing tank if you intend

to develop long lengths of film. These
Continued on page thirteen



What’s

New
Keystone 8mm Projector

^The Keystone Manufacturing Co. of

Boston, Massachusetts, will announce

ready for national distribution in the

near future a new 8mm projector. This

projector wdll come equipped with a

200-wratt lamp and will sell for $36.50.

It is expected that the Keystone Com-
pany will either announce an 8mm cam-

era simultaneously wdth the projector or

a short time after the projector is on

the market.

16mm Carrying Bags and 8mm
Storage Case

%Willoughby’s of New York City an-

nounce their Cine 16mm Carrying Bags.

These bags are made of heavy water-

proofed canvas and come in three differ-

ent sizes. The six-reel bag will sell for

$2.00, the eight-reel for $2.50, and the

twMve-reel fcr $3.00.

This same company also announces a

new storage case for 8mm 200-foot reels.

This new Humidor Case will fit easily

within itself twelve 8mm reels and cans.

The case, made of black durable fibre

with reinforced corners complete with
handle, measures 9x5^x25^4 inches. It

will sell for $2.00.

Cine Kit

#A very handy kit for the amateur is

announced this month by the Photo-
crafts Laboratory of H. O. Bodine As-
sociates Inc., Long Island, New" York.
This kit consists of all that is necessary

for the upkeep of camera, projector,

lenses, and film. It contains film humid-
ifier and preservative, lens cleaning fluid,

film cement, camera and projector oil,

film cleaner, film preservative, camel-
hair brush, film cleaning pad, and jap-
silk lens cleaning tissue.

This kit will be sold under the name

of Cine Caretakers Kit
;

it will be well

worth its price of one dollar to all cam-

era and projector owners.

8mm Film Slitter

0The Hollywcodland Studios of 9320

California Ave., South Gate, California,

are manufacturing a film slitter to be

used with 16mm positive film specially

perforated for use in 8mm cameras. The

illustration above shows how" the slitter

is used. The slitter is made of hard-

wood which is tracked for 16mm width

film. The track is covered with red

velvet in order that the film won’t be

scratched while being slitted. In the

center of the track is a cutting blade

;

over the blade is a removable wooden
block which fits flush in the track and

serves to hold the film in line while it

is being slitted.

The advent of this handy slitter on

the market gives to the 8mm owners the

advantages of positive film titling which

has found such popularity among 16mm
owners.

Two 16mm Printers

0 The Fried Camera Company of 6154

Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cali-

fornia, announces two new 16mm print-

ers designed to handle either silent or

sound pictures. These printers are of the

continuous type with automatic light

change. The larger model has features

found only on professional 35mm print-

ers and is highly suitable for laboratory

work. The other, and smaller model, is

less expensive and is designed to be sold

the amateur and movie clubs.

Prices Reduced

0 Victor Animatograph Corporation

announces reductions in the price of

both its Model 20 and Model 10 16mm
projectors. The 750-watt Model 20 for-

merly selling at $182.50 will now sell

for $142.00. The Model 10 formerly

$149.50 will now be $132.50.
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Filter Exposure Chart
FACTORS FOR FILTERS USED WITH 16mm OR 8mm FILM

Filters K 1 K 2 K 3 G Aero 2 23 A
SuperSensitive
Panchromatic
Eastman 8mrr

— X 2 X 2 X 3 X 1.5 X 4

Panchromatic X P/2 X 3 X 4 X 5 X 2.5 X 6

A TALK ON K FILTERS

0THOSE contemplating the use of

filters will wonder just what filter to

buy and what each particular filter

will do. Let’s start this month with

what is known as the K filters. These

filters are yellow, made up of green and

red with red predominating. They come

in 3 densities or shades, of yellow. The
lightest shade of course calling for the

least increase in exposure. You will note

this if you will refer to the chart to K 1.

This filter, however, is considered obso-

lete for use with Panchromatic, 8mm or

Supersensitive film. All of the film

mentioned has a correction as great as

that given by K 1 built right into the

film. K 2 is also practically obsolete

with Supersensitive film and 8mm film.

Both of those films are more sensitive

to the red than Panchromatic and will

therefore give you a greater blue correc-

tion than the other film, and a correc-

tion about equivalent to a K 2 filter on

Panchromatic film.

This would mean that the K 3 filter

is about the most useful filter of this

classification. With panchromatic film

you open your lens two stops when using

it and open it only 1 stop when using

supersensitive or 8mm film.

In our first article on filters we told

you that this filter permitted both the

green and red light to penetrate faster

to the film, but held back the blue light.

In other words in comparison it per-

mitted the green and red to over expose

and the blue to under expose, making it

darker. It is for this reason that the

sky becomes darker when using a filter,

and it is for this reason that the person’s

skin becomes whiter when using a filter

because it permits the red pigments in

the skin to over expose, making it lighter.

0NEXT month we will tell you

something about the Aero filters, how-

ever, if in the meantime you wish infor-

mation on any particular filters write us.

Normal
Exposure
without
Filter

f —
FACTOR NUMBERS

XI.

5

X2 X2.5 X3 X4 X5 X6

16 13 1 1 10 9.2 8 7.2 6.5

12.5 10.2 9 8.1 7.2 6.3 5.9 5.2

1

1

9.2 8 7.2 6.5 5.6 5.1 4.7

8 6.5 5.6 5.1 4.7 4 3.7 3.3

6.3 5.2 4.5 4.1 3.7 3.2 2.9 2.7

5.6 4.7 4 3.7 3.3 2
_
8_ 2.3

4.5 3.7 3.2 2.9 2.7 2.2
1

2 1.9

4 3.3 2.8 2.6 2.3 2 1.9 1.7

3.5 2.9 2.5 2.3 2.1 1.8 ! 1.6 1.4

2.7 2.2 2 1.8 1.6
1

1.9 1.5
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Playing With Dolls

• Continued from page four

cases, where the scene is small, the cam-

era could be merely set flat on the table

with the “actors” and scenery. The im-

portant point is this: once the setup has

been chosen, the camera must not be

moved from its position, else the whole

scene will be spoiled and the animation

done all over again.

fcTHE third thing I would arrange

is the lighting. Table-top animation

can be easily lighted with two or three

flexible-necked desk lamps, using Photo-

floods. Regular lamps can sometimes be

used if you use a fast lens and supersen-

sitive film, but when working so close

to the camera as we do in animating,

it’s best to get enough light on the scene

so that the lens may be stopped down

—

as far as f/16 or even f/22—so that the

depth of focus is about what it would be

if you were photographing a real-life

scene outdoors. A convenient and eco-

nomical thing to do also, since Photo-

floods last only a couple of hours during

actual burning, would be to use a mo-

mentary contact switch to control the

lamps. Then, they need be burned only

during actual filming, and would be

turned out while we were adjusting the

positions of the “actors.”

All these things are usually skimmed
over in considering what’s necessary for

animating, but they are what can make
or break your filming of doll actors. It’s

true, of course, that somebody with a

few strings, a shoe box, and a kitchen

table might turn out a wonderful pic-

ture, but then he’s a genius, and most

of us have to do everything possible to

aid ourselves when we go into something

we know little about. So, get your me-
chanical work laid out for good results

and school yourself in animating prin-

ciples before wasting time and film.

0BUT now, like Boake Carter of the

radio, I see my time’s up and I’ve got

to buzz off, with the promise that next

month we’ll get down to the business of

suggesting simple plots which the ama-

teur can attempt. We’ll show you also

what kind of dolls you might use for

best results. So until then, cheerio!

Exposure

Guide

June
9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Sun Sun Obscured

Dull

Ice, Sea, Sky f 32 f 22 f 16
Beach Dunes, Snow

Scenes f 22 f 16 f 11

Distant view, open
landscapes f 16 f 11 f 8

Landscapes with fore-
ground

Black on white titles f 11 f 8 f 6

People in open streets,
buildings, landscapes
with dark leaves

White on black titles f 8 f 6 f 4

People under trees or
in woods f 7 f 4.5 f 2.7

People in rooms near
window, with light
interior f 2.7 f 1.9

0 THESE figures are for Panchromatic

Film. If you shoot earlier or later

than the time indicated open one stop for

each hour’s difference excepting shortly

before sunset or after sunrise
;
then allow

an additional stop.

If you use SuperSensitive Film, close

lens an additional stop to compensate

for extra speed of the film. For 8mm
and 16mm Kodachrome film open one

stop.

This exposure guide is for all States in

the United States except the following:

Alabama, Southern Arizona, South-

ern Arkansas, Southern California, Flor-

ida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,

Southern New Mexico, Southern Okla-

homa, South Carolina and Texas.

0FOR the above States close the lens

one stop more than given in the above

table. That is, if the condition calls for

a stop of F 8 in the table, set vour lens

at F 11.
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Every Dog and Father Has His Day

• Continued from page three

Mother comes through the door and

separates them, then goes over toward

the swing where Father is. Follow her

by panning the camera.

• SCENE 19. Medium shot of

Mother and kids arriving none too

quietly at swing. Father is seen to be

sound asleep. Mother bends over and

shakes him until he awakens and sits up.

She speaks.

TITLE: “We are going for a walk ,

dear. You just rest here”

Scene 20. Medium long shot of the

same. Father nods his head and Mother

and the children leave the scene. Father

watches them go, then carefully gathers

up his gifts from under the swung and

tip-toes from the scene. The expression

on his face is that of a man about to do

murder.

Scene 21. Medi u m long shot

;

Father is seen to be purposefully ad-

j

vancing toward the incinerator or fur-

nace. He arrives at the incinerator and

opens the door.

FADING GLASS

One of the simplest and most pleasing effects is

the fade-in and fade-out. With a Harrison Uni-

versal Filter Holder and a Harrison Fading Glass,

this effect is easily made. Ask your dealer.

•

HARRISON & HARRISON
645 N. Martel Ave. Hollywood, Calif.

8mm CRAIG 1
8mm

SPLICER REWINDS
The famous Craig Jr Geared Craig Rewinds

Splicer for 8mm for 8mm
$3.50 $2.25 each

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
1053 S. Olive St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Scene 22. Closeup of the open door

of the incinerator. Father’s hands are

seen to be stuffing in his newly acquired

ties and cigars.

# SCENE 23. Medium shot of same.

Father is seen striking a match and ap-

plying it to the contents of the inciner-

ator. He then closes the door of the in-

cinerator.

Scene 24. Medium shot of back-

yard. Father is seen coming from the

I incinerator with a smile of victory on

his face. With a jaunty air about him

he walks into the camera and out of the

scene.

ii

III

MAKE EDITING OF YOUR MOVIES
A PLEASURE

Send for our Book containing

1001 STOCK TITLES
This Book is indispensable to every
Camera Owner Many Titles Beauti-
fully Hand-Lettered and Illustrated.

PRICE $1.00

CINEQUE LABORATORIES
123 West 64th St. New York, N. Y.

The New 16mm

PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVES
(Eastman, Agfa, Dupont)

will surprise you with their fine qual-
ity, their beautiful tones and grainless
reproductions, if you have them devel-
oped by the

DUNNINC CRAINLESS METHOD

DUNNING PROCESS COMPANY
932 N. La Brea Avenue

Hollywood, Calif.

(35mm reduced to 16mm)



NEW 16mm ART FILMS—
• 6 New Hollywood Art Featur-

ettes now ready for distribution.

Beautiful Hollywood models in art

poses and stories.

• Send for Illustrated Catalog.

Hollywood
Cine Film Distributors

1437 No. Highland Ave.
Hollywood, Calif.

The PERFECT SCREEN
for Movies in Kodachrome

• Exact Color
Registration

e Depth
• Definition
• Brilliance

• Illumination

Beaded Screen De
Luxe “A” 30x40"
$15.00 List. Other
sizes in proportion.

BPJT-E-LITf
TRUVISION

portable projection
screens

BRITELITE-TRUVISION SCREENS
Universally recognized as the ultimate
word in projectional performance for
the movie maker’s “black-and-white”
work, Britelite - Truvision screens are
equally adapted for the more difficult
requirements of color. These screens
will project his Kodachrome shots with
undeviating accuracy in color registra-
tion—for in these scientifically con-
structed screens the beads are minute
and closely placed—so that color dis-
tortion can be totally avoided.
A wide variety of styles include “Rigid
Frame,” Easel, Roller, Metal Tube and
De Luxe “A” automatically closing and
opening model.

At all Dealers— Literature on Request

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
& ACCESSORIES CO.

51 West 24th Street, New York
Manufacturers of Screens, Reflectors,

Projector and Film Storage Cases.

Now Ready—The 1935

HOOT GIBSON RODEO
Photographed at the 10th Annual Hoot

Gibson Rodeo. A fast moving film of cow-
boys, cow-girls, bronco-busters, steer-riders
and all the exciting rodeo thrills. Many
well known Hollywood movie stars are
among the large crowd of spectators.

400 Feet 16mm $20.00
At Your Dealers or Details on Request
from

—

PEERLESS PRODUCTIONS
1040 North McCadden Place

Hollywood, Calif.

0 Scene 25. Medium closeup of chim-

ney taken at a low angle showing dark

heavy smoke belching out of it.

Scene 26. Medium long shot of

front porch. Father is back on the swing

fast asleep
;
no more packages are visible

under the swing.

Scene 27. Closeup of Father asleep

on swing. He has a peaceful, contented

look, with a slight smile on his lips.

TITLE: The End.

Trick O’ the Month
• Continued from page six

the area to be titled with a slight over-

lap on all sides in case of error. In mak-
ing this type of title the only illumina-

tion is provided by the image thrown by

the projector upon the Kodaloid. There-

fore the setting of your camera aperture

is directly dependent on the wattage of

your projector lamp and the size of im-

age you are throwing on the Kodaloid.

The small chart at the bottom of the

page gives correct aperture openings for

the popular sized titles and projector

wattages. This chart is true when used

with panchromatic film. For supersensi-

tive film use the next smaller stop and

for 8mm Eastman film use the next

larger stop. Using this chart you can

approximate the correct lens opening for

any title sizes not listed.

% NOW with your camera mounted

in its designated place on the titler

and the lens aperture set correctly you

are ready to make the moving back-

ground title. When the actual shot of

the title is being made it is advisable to

have all other room lights out.

In order to avoid the flicker and

black-cut caused in this type of shot by

the synchronizing of projector shutter

and camera shutter, the projector must

be run at the fastest speed it is capable.

This is usually 32 frames a second. You
may think that this added speed will

destroy the naturalness of the picture

;

however, you will be surprised in the

resulting film how little the action is

changed.
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^With everything in . readiness, start

your projector and camera, allowing the

usual time for the reading of the title.

Many different arrangements of this

trick will occur to you, such as having

the background a big closeup of some
individual with the title low in the

frame as if it were being spoken by the

person in the background. Pleasing ef-

fects can be produced by starting the

projector out of focus and after a few
seconds bringing it into focus. The fo-

cus of the camera can be handled in the

same manner.

This department continues its offer

of a roll of 16mm film, two rolls of 8-

mm film, a beltipod or a titler, for any

reader’s tricks or gadgets that are pub-

lished. Send yours in now with an illus-

trative sketch or snapshot that it may
be considered for the July issue.

Positive Film Processing

• Continued from page seven

tanks can be purchased from your local

photographic dealer to handle 100 feet

of film. HowTever, if you intend to de-

velop single titles only a foot or two in

length this apparatus is not necessary.

It can be done equally as well in the

flat ice-box porcelain pans wThich you
find for sale in hardware stores.

#THE sketch with this article shows a

home-made developing drum made by

an amateur to use about one pint of

developer and handle 35 feet of 16mm
film. The drum is made entirely of

wood painted over with Probus Preserv-

ative Paint. This paint or one of a sim-

ilar nature can be bought from your lo-

cal photographic dealer at around fifty

cents a can. It will waterproof the wood
and protect it from the acid and alkali

of the developing solutions. The sides

of the drum have a diameter of 14

inches; the cross pieces are 5p2 inches

long and are fastened to the drum’s sides

by small stainless steel finishing nails.

For a drum of the size sketched some

18 cross bars are needed. The uprights

upon which the drum is pivoted are 7

inches apart
;
they are slotted SO' that

the drum can be removed and washed

13

Specialists in Precision

Projectors

The Ampro Corporation concentrates on
the manufacture of high-grade profession-
al quality 16mm Projectors. We do not
make cameras. We do not make supplies.
In the true sense of the word, we are spe-
cialists — devoting all our thought, effort
and engineering skill to producing the fin-

est 16mm Projectors that can be made.

K SERIES — 750-WATT LAMPS
Interchangeable with 200, 300, 400
and 500 Watt lamps without ad-
justments.

Contain every improvement required for
the finest projection of your 16mm films
without professional skill. Theatrical il-

lumination by the use of 750-watt lamp,
superior optics, finned lamp house for cool
operation under all conditions, automatic
rewind to quickly and easily remove the
tedium of rewinding films, all the usual
features, such as reverse action for comic
effects, still pictures which do not harm
your film, quiet operation, centralized con-
trol, flickerless pictures, framer for out of
•frame prints, the patented kick-back claw
movement which spares the film from
sprocket hole wear, interchangeable lenses
to meet all conditions, deluxe carrying
cases with complete accessories, and Koda-
color which will make you proud of your
color films. Price, $150 with carrying case
and all accessories.

J SERIES — 500-WATT LAMPS
Interchangeable with 200, 300 and
400 Watt lamps without adjust-
ment.

CjL
HJPIBJD

2839-5/ NORTH WESTERN AVENUE.
4[Tia[l[4[r^l5-ID



Mickey Mouse, 50 ft. ..,.$1.60
Positive Film, 25 feet for 95e
Dupes of your film, 7c per foot
Film Slitters $1.50

100-ft. Art Subjects $2.50
Samples, 25c (refunded with

order)

.

Reels exchanged 35c per 100 ft.

10c brings our catalogue and one usable title.

HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
9320 California Ave. South Cate, Calif.

GOERZ
K I 0-11YI*AIS

for COLOR
The careful design and high chromatic
corrections of these renowned lenses

yield the ultimate in performance in

the Movie Maker’s Kodachrome re-

finition on the film with the result

crispness in projection.

24-Page Catalog of'Goerz Lenses and
Accessories will be sent on request.

C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.

317 East 34th St. New York

WE WANT TO BUY
Sound-On-Film, Silent and Sound-On-
Disc 16mm films.

Submit your list. State lowest price

acceptable, or let us quote our bid.

Visual Instruction Supply Corp.

1757 Broadway Brooklyn, N. Y.

COMEDIES
DRAMAS

CARTOONS
25-ft. subjects to 7-reel features.

Reductions from 35mm Holly-

wood Professional Film.

Catalog on request

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISE

6060 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

off between the time the film, with

emulsion side wound to the outside of

the drum, is passed through the devel-

oping solution and the hypo for fixation.

This size drum can be conveniently

washed off in a large pail or a laundry

tub. The tray in the sketch is of the

ordinary type of developing tray on sale

at your dealers
;
the 6" by 8" tray will

fit the purpose with this drum.

MOVIES AT THE AIR

#AMATEUR movie fans will be giv-

en a real break at the California Pacific

International Exposition at San Diego.

One of the important features at the

Exposition will be the Hall of Fame in

which the movie moguls of Hollywood
have installed a complete producing

movie company. This company will be

in action producing regular Hollywood
features on sets built at the Exposition.

During the week it will be possible

for visitors to the Exposition to watch
the pictures in the making. However,
on Mondays all amateur camera men
will be allowed on the set with their

cameras to shoot the scenes along with

the professional cameras. As an added

attraction it has been arranged to have

special stars present.

Continuity for Odd Shots

o Continued from page five

hand turning on gas, coffee pot being
\

put on, frying pan taken from wall, lard

being put in pan. At this point a semi

long-shot is shown of my two children

(5 and 7) sitting in the living room
dressed in their pajamas, thumbing a

magazine. The boy leaves the scene and

is shown entering kitchen scene as moth-

er leaves stove to go to refrigerator.

They meet and the boy asks his mother

to come into the living room as he wants
to show her something. She says she can

not as she is busy preparing breakfast.

The boys insists, stating that it will be

only a second. The mother gives in but .

says to wait until she puts the eggs on.

Most of the above action is closeup

work, each shot having a different angle.

After showing closeup of eggs going into



pan, the two leave the kitchen and enter

living-room where the girl is still look-

ing at the magazine. They sit down
and the boy starts to show his mother

the book and says that it contains many
World’s Fair pictures, and that here is

the ... At this point the scene fades

out and the first Fair scenes are faded

in. In between sequences are flash-backs

to the eggs which are becoming burned.

Too, there are cut-ins to the action in

the living room. After the final Fair

fade-out the action is again shifted to

the living room where the mother smells

the smoke and rushes to the kitchen, the

last fade-out being of the eggs burned

to a crisp.

#IT will be seen that such a plot

would work well for many, many ama-

teur films. It puts human interest into

them.

“Incidentally this Century of Prog-

ress picture which I titled ‘Consequence’

took first prize in the recent contest of

the Chicago Cinema Club.”

DONT’S FOR
AMATEURS

0

DON’T use a telephoto lens un-

less your camera is being held

steady on a tripod.

DON’T forget to moisten the

pads in your humidor cans be-

fore you store your films away
for the summer.

DON’T use red and yellow filters

on the film that isn’t sensitive

to those colors.

DON’T for your vacation filming

omit to include in your equip-

ment some form of lens sun-

shade. It will save you plenty

of film that would otherwise be

light-struck and hazy.

Fried

Specialties

I • I
16 mm

• Professional 16mm Printer

with Semi - Automatic light

change—Model A $295

• Amateur Model, continuous

type—Model B $175

• Professional Light Tester

soon available for Profes-

sional use.

8 mm #>

• We can make your 8mm
Eastman Camera to wind
back for making lap-dis-

solves, double exposure and
other professional effects.

Our charge for this is $30.

• Special Telephoto Finder for

the Stewart - Warner 8mm
Camera, installed. $3.75

• Without installation prepaid

anywhere in the U.S.. $3.00

I

Fried Camera Co.
6154 Santa Monica Blvd.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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Beginner's Problems
READERS—Send in your problems to this

department. Our technical board of profes-

sional cameramen will answer your ques-

tions in this column or in a personal let-

ter to you.

Higher Wattage Lamps for Low-
Powered Projectors

In answer to our request for informa-

tion from anyone who had successfully

placed higher watt lamps in their Stew-

art-Warner 8mm or Kodascope Model

C projectors came several letters. A.

Londema, of Salt Lake City, tells us

how he has installed a 100-watt lamp in

place of the standard 32-candle power

headlight bulb with which his Stewart-

Warner 8mm projector came equipped.

Here is how it is done. Disconnect

the lamp socket and the 110-volt input

to the transformer of the projector.

Wire this 110-volt circuit directly to

the lamp socket. Now buy a 120-volt

General Electric or Westinghouse 100-

watt projector lamp (bayonet base

double contact projector lamp). This

new lamp will fit in the same socket

used for the old 32-candle-power bulb.

Now place the lamp in the socket and

turn the projector on. By turning the

lamp, socket and all, you can line up

the filament so that it throws an even

white light over the entire projected

area. If the socket is tight in your pro-

jector, loosen the screw in the socket

that is put there for the purpose of al-

lowing you to adjust the lamp position.

According to A. Londema this lamp
will give about twice the light of the old

headlight bulb, and any higher wattage

lamp creates too much heat for this pro-

jector’s cooling system.

A letter, also, came from Wm. We-
hinger of Allentown, Pennsylvania, tell-

ing how he installed a 100-watt lamp in

his Model 20 Eastman 8mm projector.

This particular Eastman Projector was
also equipped wfith a 32-candle-power

bulb. The 100-watt lamp is installed in

the same manner as in the Stewart-

Warner projector.

Our request for information in using

a higher wattage lamp in the Kodascope

Model C projector was answered by J.

E. Palmer of Houlton, Maine. He tells

of having successfully inserted a two-

hundred-watt lamp having the same type

of socket base in his Model C projector

without having to make any other

changes. He found the regular cooling

system could handle this lamp but that

the life of the lamp was slightly short-

ened. According to Mr. Palmer this

200-watt lamp gives appreciable increase

in the lighting power of his projector.

Types of Film and Home Develop-

ing (Wm. J. Ryder, Jr., Hibbing,

Minnesota)

The film you are using can be classed

as neither negative nor positive but is of

a third type known as reversal film.

Both the Eastman Panchromatic film

and Super Sensitive film you have used

are reversal films.

In using negative - positive film for

your regular filming two rolls of film

are used. One, the negative film you

load in your camera and take your scenes

on, this is then developed as a negative

much as your still film. Then this nega-

tive image is taken and printed on pos-

itive film which when developed is the

film you use for projection.

To home-process film of the negative-

positive type and obtain as good results

as the reversal film your dealer sells

you requires not only experience and a

large knowledge of photographic chem-

istry but also a film printer. The least

expensive of the better printers sells for

about one hundred dollars.
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Learn to Make the Things

You Use!

“PRACTICAL EVERY-
DAY CHEMISTRY”
Tells You How!

More than 2300 For-
mulas and Recipes

New — Practical —
Commercial

One formula may
save you hundreds
of dollars ! . . .

One formula may
start you in a
new business

!

‘‘All one must be able to do is to read meas-
ure and weight and with ‘Practical Everyday

Chemistry’ one can easily prepare numerous
home products.”

GARSON MEYER, Chief Chemist,
Eastman Kodak Co.

In your own kitchen, cellar or garage
you can make

Adhesives
Agricultural and Car-
den Specialties

Cosmetics and Drugs
Fireproofing, Water-

proofing
Metals and Alloys
Paper
Photography
Plating
Polishes, Abrasives
Soaps and Cleaners
Textiles and Fibres
Paints, Varnishes,

Lacquers

the following:

Emulsions
Food Products, Bev-
erages and Flavors

Inks, Carbon Paper
Crayons and Type-

writer Specialties
Leather, Skins, Furs,

etc.

Lubricants, Oils, Fats,
Crease

Cement, Concrete,
Plaster, Wood
Enamels

Rubber, Plastics,

Waxes, etc.

NO THEORY—ALL PRACTICAL

"Practical Everyday Chemistry/' edited

by H. Bennett, editor-in-chief of the

Chemical Formulary, has more than 300
pages (5!/2x8V4) . It is a book to which

you will constantly refer. It is a gold

mine of information never before made
public. Opportunity knocks but once.

Get your copy before you forget about it.

FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS ORDER

Homovie Pub. Co.
6362 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Enclosed please find $2.00 plus 1 5c to cover
postage ($2.50 outside of U.S.A.), for which
send me a copy of “Practical Everyday Chem-
istry” postpaid. It it is not as represented I

may return it for a full refund within five

days.

(Print) Name.

Street.

City State.

A Book That Tells You
How To Make Better

Pictures

"CAMERA SECRETS OF
HOLLYWOOD"

By ROBERT C. BRUCE

IT CONTAINS OVER ONE HUNDRED
AND FIFTY ILLUSTRATIONS AND
CHAPTERS ON

How to get proper exposure.

Correct lighting and use of filters.

Pictorial composition.

Obtaining special camera effects.

Camera placement and trimming of pic-

tures.

How to get good action pictures.

Taking home movies.

Making business pictures.

Exciting adventures of Robert C. Bruce
during eighteen years' experience in

far places.

Advice on camera equipment.

A guide to beauty spots all over the

United States and Canada.

Priced at only $1.25; or in Keratol

Leather, $1 .75.

POSTAGE PAID

Homovie Publishing Co.,

6362 Hollywood Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

I enclose (check) (money order) for

$ , for which please

send me copies of

"Camera Secrets of Hollywood."

Name —
Street Address - -

City

State -



Eastman

Trained

Experts

will give you their help and advice in all branches of

Home Movie making.

For your use our store has

—

A Projection Room
Film Rental Library

Second Morning Delivery on Film Processing

Editing and Titling Service

16mm Sound Programs can be arranged for any and

all classes of entertainment. Ask for details.

EASTMAN KODAK STORES, Inc.

1009 Olive St.

Central 9770

St. Louis, Mo.


